
THE HISTORY OF PRIORY SCHOOL

Building upon our historical foundations.



HISTORICAL ORIGINS

• Part of the grounds of a Roman fort built on the site of Birmingham University’s medical 

school

• Anglo Saxon Small holding



THE SITE OF METCHLEY ROMAN FORT:



The Domesday Book 1086



• In the Domesday book Edgbaston is valued at ‘two cow hides’ and spelt incorrectly as the 

regional commissioner had poor handwriting 

Where???

Never 

heard of it

Mate!

WELCOME 

TO

EDGBASTON
Excuse me 

peasant, how 

do I get to 

Celboldestone?



William the Conqueror 

Defeated the English Army at the 

Battle of Hastings in 1066

Ordered a record of every settlement 

in England to be collected into one 

book.



• School site owned by the ancestors of a French Knight who had fought with William the 

Conqueror at Hastings

Never heard of it

Mate!

How much will 

you pay me if I 

fight for you 

William?

Have Edgbaston

Dave – there’s 

nothing there 

except a couple 

of sheep and a 

stray cow.



CATHOLIC SIGNIFICANCE

NO

CATHOLICS

Welcome 

to England



CATHOLIC SIGNIFICANCE

• Humphrey Middlemore’s family owned the land in the 1500’s – he was executed under 

Henry VIII and became a Catholic martyr.

• Our pond is an Elizabethan ‘stew pond’ built to serve Edgbaston Manor. This was to 

preserve the fishing industry in the absence of Catholics eating fish on a Friday.



MIRACLES AND WAR

• During the war bombs fell all around the school but never on it. (the air raid shelter was 

the cellar under the 6th Form Common Room)The nuns were convinced that this was 

due to a protective bubble that exists. The RAF trained on our grounds

• The statue of Mary that stands on the stage was a gift from the reginal Mother Superior 

in thanks for our protection during the war.

• In 1946 Jeanette McCarthy was diagnosed with a terminal illness. The nuns stayed up all 

night and prayed. Jeanette made a full recovery



MIRACLES AND WAR

• Extended families were welcomed in the war to keep them safe – Carol Beaumont – the 

‘baby boarder’ was only 3



War Hero



MIRACLES AND WAR

• Students replenished the nuns pin cushions as part of the war effort as the nuns were 

engaging in sewing duties required by the military.

“watch out Mr Hitler – our nuns’ have pins and aren’t afraid to use them”!

• In 1939 the Christmas raffle prize was a bottle of lemonade and two onions!



THE BUILDING

• Built by Samuel Messenger in 1829 and designed by the same architect who designed the 

Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery

• It was built for £1500!



THE BUILDING

• Lancelot Capability Brown designed our grounds – the Ha Ha wall is a defining feature of 

his work.



Famous People

• William G Quaife – England cricketer started his career in our grounds

• Brian Aherne – Hollywood actor in the 1930’s began his career performing on the 

stage in the DT block



Famous People

• Karan Armstrong – Former Catholic Nun and 

internationally 

• acclaimed author of theological books

• Lolita Chakrabarti sister of Rita Chakrabarti –

• Lolita is a famous actress and Rita reads the news 

on BBC1


